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Mobile computing is a new technology emerging with the development of mobile communication, Internet, database, distributed
computing, and other technologies. Mobile computing technology will enable computers or other information intelligent terminal
devices to realize data transmission and resource sharing in the wireless environment. Its role is to bring useful, accurate, and
timely information to any customer at anytime, anywhere, and to change the way people live and work. In mobile computing
environment, a lot of Internet rumors hidden among the huge amounts of information communication network can cause
harm to society and people’s life; this paper proposes a model of social network rumor detection based on convolution
networks, the use of adjacency matrix between the nodes represent user and the relationship between the constructions of
social network topology. We use a high-order graph neural network (K-GNN) to extract the rumor posting features. At the
same time, the graph attention network (GAT) is used to extract the association features of other nodes of the network
topology. The experimental results show that the method of the detection model in this paper improves the accuracy of
prediction classification compared with deep learning methods such as RNN, GRU, and attention mechanism. The innovation
of the paper proposes a rumor detection model based on the graph convolutional network, which lies in considering the
propagation structure among users. It has a strong practical value.

1. Introduction

In the 5G communication network environment, the num-
ber of data transmission is increasing, and there are many
types of data. Different types of data storage methods are dif-
ferent. Therefore, it is difficult to collect, store, analyze, and
query big data. The commonly used big data analysis and
collection technology cannot meet the development needs
of all walks of life when applied. When the technology is
improved and optimized, the appropriate data mining algo-
rithm should be selected to extract the effective information.
After the analysis of the mined big data, it should be pre-
sented to users in the form of visualization of data charts,
and it should be evaluated quantitatively. In order to further
improve the existing data mining technology, we can auto-

matically extract relevant information from valid data
through the artificial intelligence algorithm and semantic
search engine design, so as to improve the ability of data
collection and screening.

As mobile computing expands into every aspect of our
lives, arm-based smartphones, laptops, wearables, and other
smart devices are everywhere. The number of compute-
intensive use cases for these devices is rising every year, per-
forming tasks we could only dream of in the past. Mobile
computing is a new technology that covers many disciplines
and a wide range. It appears with the development of mobile
communication, Internet, database, distributed computing,
and other technologies. Mobile computing technology will
enable computers or other information intelligent terminal
devices to realize data transmission and resource sharing in
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the wireless environment. Its role is to bring useful, accurate,
and timely information to any customer at anytime, any-
where, and to change the way people live and work.

The internet technique has been rapidly developed for
the recent half-century, which causes the social media to
become a convenient online platform for users to obtain
information, express their opinions, and communicate.
Increasingly, people are eager to participate in the discussion
on some hot topics and exchange their points via social
media. Therefore, some false information has been dissemi-
nated [1]. Due to the scale of social media users being large
and the information on social media being easy to access for
everyone, rumors can be spread rapidly in a nuclear fission
manner through social media, which often triggers many
instability factors and makes a great impact on economy
and society. Therefore, it is particularly urgent to identify
rumors on social media effectively and early to deal with
the panic and threat.

Traditional rumor detection methods mainly rely on
semisupervised learning of automatically labeled features,
such as user features, message content features, microblog
topic features, location information features, and network-
type features [2]. But the abovementioned feature extraction
methods are not only time-consuming and labor-intensive
but also their extracted feature information is insufficient,
while such methods fail to reflect the deep social network
topology. Hence, they are not sufficient to judge rumors.

Since traditional machine learning rumor detection
methods result in the aforementioned drawbacks,
researchers have been conducting some researches about
deep learning methods into introducing a rumor detection
model in recent years. Typical deep learning models include
recurrent neural networks (RNN), gated recurrent units
(GRU), and recurrent neural networks [3]. Although these
methods are able to learn time series features from rumor
propagation, they ignore the effects of rumor propagation
for the reason that their temporal structure features only
focus on the serial propagation of rumors.

The graph attention network (GAT) is a new type of
convolutional neural network which operate on graph-
structured data using hidden self-attentive layers. The graph
attention layer used in GAT is computationally efficient
(does not require complex matrix operations with parallel
computation over all nodes in the graph). In GAT, each
node in the graph can be assigned a different weight based
on the characteristics of its neighbors and does not rely on
prior knowledge of the entire graph structure. It allows the
model to reduce a large amount of physical memory during
intermediate computations and enhance the efficiency of the
operation of model.

Another graph neural network, K-GNN, is a generaliza-
tion of GNN based on k-WL. This new model is stronger
than GNN in distinguishing nonisomorphic (sub)graphs
and is able to distinguish more graph attributes [4]. Triangle
counting is an algorithm for counting graph structures,
where the number of triangles indicates the degree of associ-
ation and the tightness of organization of nodes in graph.
This counting method is often used as an identification
method for social network topological graphs, which can

distinguish the properties of graph structures. K-GNN has
better results for triangle counting problems. Therefore, in
this work, we adopt K-GNN as a convolutional layer.

In order to mine the difference between rumor and non-
rumor implied layer structure features with better perfor-
mance, we propose a two-layer graph convolutional
attention network, which obtains the propagation and dis-
persion properties through two parts of top-down and
bottom-up GAT, respectively [5]. K-GNN obtains the infor-
mation of the parent node of a node in the rumor tree. GAT
aggregates the information of the children of a node in the
rumor tree. Then, the propagation and dispersion represen-
tations converged at the embedding of K-GNN and GAT are
combined by full concatenation to obtain the final result.
Meanwhile, we connect the root features of the rumor tree
with the hidden features of each graph convolution layer to
enhance the influence of the root of the rumor. In addition,
we use drop edge [6] in the training phase to avoid the over-
fitting problem of the model. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

(1) In this paper, we solve the obstacle of traditional
convolution methods when it cannot extract struc-
tural features of social networks by applying the
graph convolution method for rumor detection

(2) For the problem of extracting the effective feature of
different data, we obtain the more effective features
by using two-layer graph convolution GAT and K-
GNN as the implicit layer

(3) The detection is performed on two public datasets.
The experimental results show that the results are
better than the accuracy of existing schemes

2. Related Work

Automatic detection of rumors on social media has attracted
a large amount of attention in recent years. Previous works
on rumor detection focus on extracting rumor features from
text content, user configurations and propagation structures,
learning classifiers from labeled data [7–11], etc. Jing et al.
[12] used time series to classify rumors, simulating changes
in handcrafted social context features. Yin et al. [13] com-
bined RBF kernels with random traversal-based graph
kernels to propose a graph kernel-based hybrid SVM classi-
fier. Ma et al. [14] constructed a rumor propagation tree ker-
nel to detect rumors by evaluating the similarity between
rumor propagation tree structures. The aforementioned
works are less efficient and heavily rely on manual feature
engineering to extract information feature sets.

To implement the automatic learning of high-level fea-
tures, there are some rumor detection methods based on
deep learning models that have been proposed recently. Yu
et al. used recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to capture hid-
den representations from temporal content features [15].
Tong et al. [16] improved this approach by combining atten-
tion mechanisms with RNNs in order to text features with
different attention. Su et al. [17] proposed a convolutional
neural network- (CNN-) based approach to learn key
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features scattered in the input sequence form high-level
interactions between important features. Ke et al. [18] com-
bined RNN and CNN to obtain user features based on time
series. Recently, Ma et al. [19] used an adversarial learning
approach to improve the performance of a rumor classifier,
where the discriminator acts as a classifier and the corre-
sponding generator based on the design of the generative
model improves the discriminator by generating conflicting
noise. In addition, Ma et al. constructed a tree-structured
recurrent neural network (RNN) to capture the hidden rep-
resentation of the propagation structure and text content
[20]. However, these methods are less efficient in learning
the structural features of the spread of rumors and ignore
the global structural features of rumor propagation.

Compared with the deep learning models, GCN captures
global structural features from graphs or trees. Su et al. [21]
theoretically analyzed a graph convolution method for undi-
rected graphs based on spectral graph theory. Subsequently,
Defferrard et al. [22] developed a method called Chebyshev
spectral CNN and used Chebyshev polynomials as filters.
Kipf and Welling [23] proposed a new semisupervised clas-
sification method based on graph structure data. Based on
the GCN model, researchers used an efficient hierarchical
propagation rule, which is based on a first-order approxima-
tion of the spectral convolution on the graph. Experiments
on a large number of network datasets show that the pro-
posed GCN model is able to encode graph structure and
node features in a way that facilitates semisupervised classi-
fication. After that, Veličković et al. [24] proposed the graph
attention network (GAT), which operates on graph-
structured data and utilizes a hidden self-attention layer
allowing different importance (implicitly) assigned to differ-
ent nodes. In the process of rumor propagation, it is often
the important nodes of social networks that play a key role.
GAT can increase the weight of important nodes, so the
rumor detection process can be convolved to dig out the
implied malicious nodes. We can use the Weisfeiler-Leman
algorithm [25] to determine if two graphs have the same
structure. In the rumor spreading process, emotional rumors
are able to make rumor audiences produce similar positive
and negative emotions through emotional infection, and
under the influence of emotions, audiences lack rational
analysis of information, thus increasing the forwarding of
rumors. The emotions of rumor audiences play a mediating
effect in rumor forwarding. We think that the structure of
the feature map extracted between rumors should be iso-
morphic. Morris et al. [4] in 2019 proposed a k-order
GNN based on the ensemble k-WL algorithm. Thus, we
use GAT, K-GNN double-layer convolution for the rumor
detection process.

3. Preliminary

3.1. Graph Attention Network. Recently, there has been an
increasing interest in extending convolution to the graph
domain. Graph convolution (GCN) is the first proposed
model, of which the convolution operation is considered as
a general “message passing” architecture, as follows:

Hk =M A,Hk−1 ;WK−1ð Þ, ð1Þ

where Hk ∈ℝn×vk is the hidden feature matrix computed by
the graph convolution layer and M is the message propaga-
tion function depending on the adjacency matrix A. Hk−1
and WK−1 are the hidden layer feature matrix and the
parameters for training, respectively.

Veličković et al. [24] proposed the graph attention
network (GAT), which for each node implements a self-
attentive mechanism. The attention correlation coefficient is

eij = a Wh
*

i,Wh
*

j

� �
, ð2Þ

where eij is the attention correlation coefficient between
node i and node j; W is the matrix parameter for training;

h
*

i and h
*

j are the feature vectors of nodes i and j, respec-
tively; and the corresponding weights are assigned to differ-
ent neighboring nodes without either matrix operations or
prior knowledge of the graph structure. For simplifying the
calculation and comparison among correlation coefficients,
softmax is introduced to regularize all neighboring nodes
as follows:

αij = softmaxj eij
� �

=
exp eij

� �
∑kϵℕi

exp eikð Þ : ð3Þ

The attention mechanism α is a single-layer feedforward
neural network added LeakyRelu nonlinear activation with

a!ϵℝ2F ′ determined by the weight vector. Thus, we finally
obtained the attention activation function as follows:

αij =
exp LeakyRelu a!

T
Wh
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i Wh
*

j
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3.2. K-GNN Convolutional Layer. The Weisfeiler-Leman
algorithm [25] is used to determine whether two graphs
are isomorphic, and the basic idea is to determine the inde-
pendence of the current central node by iteratively aggregat-
ing the information of neighboring nodes to update the
coded representation of the whole graph with the following
updated formula:

cl
tð Þ vð Þ =HASH cl

t−1ð Þ vð Þ, cl
t−1ð Þ uð Þ ∣ uϵℕ vð Þ

n o	 
	 

, ð5Þ

where HASH is a mapping of graph structure nodes. By exe-
cuting the above function on two graphs, one can determine
whether the two graphs are isomorphic.

The GNN-based base model [4] can be implemented by
the following equation:

f tð Þ vð Þ = σ f t−1ð Þ vð Þ∙W1
tð Þ + 〠

ω∈N vð Þ
f t−1ð Þ ωð Þ∙W2

tð Þ
 !

: ð6Þ
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In each layer, we compute a new eigenvector ℝ1×e for
node v. W1

ðtÞ,W2
ðtÞ is the matrix of weight parameters

updated by ℝd×e, and σ is a nonlinear activation function,
such as rectified linear unit (ReLU) or Sigmoid.

According to the work of Gilmer et al. [26], it is also pos-
sible to replace the summation defined on the neighborhood
in the above equations by a substitution invariant differen-
tiable function, or to replace the external summation by a
column vector tandem or LSTM-style update step. Thus, in
the fully general case, the computation of a new identity
f ðtÞðvÞ can be expressed as

f W1
merge f t−1ð Þ vð Þ, f W2

aggr vð Þ, f t−1ð Þ ωð Þ ∣ ωϵℕ vð Þ
n o	 


, ð7Þ

where f W2
aggr aggregates the features of neighborhood nodes

and f W1
merge aggregates the neighborhood features representa-

tion calculated in the previous step. We can analogize f W1
merge

and f W2
aggr to W1

ðtÞ and W2
ðtÞ of the GNN base formula.

Then, we can conclude that there exists a specific set of
GNN models whose effects are fully equal to the
Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm (WL algorithm).

Drawing on the expansion of first-order WL to higher-
order WL, the GNN is expanded to K-GNN by the following
equation:

f tð Þ
k,L sð Þ = σ f t−1ð Þ

k,L sð Þ∙W1
tð Þ + 〠

ωϵNL sð Þ
f t−1ð Þ
k,L uð Þ∙W2

tð Þ
 !

, ð8Þ

where s denotes the subgraph consisting of k nodes and u is
the neighboring subgraph of this subgraph, for a given k, we
consider all k-element subsets ½VðGÞ�k over V ðGÞ. Let s =
{s1,⋯, sk} be a k-set in ½VðGÞ�k, then, we define the neigh-
borhood of s as follows:

N sð Þ = t ∈ V Gð Þ½ �k, s ∩ tj j = k − 1
n o

: ð9Þ

That is, a subgraph consisting of k nodes must have and
only k − 1 common nodes in its neighboring subgraphs.
With such an idea in mind, we can consider more higher-
order information sets when modeling tasks with multilayer
graph structures like social networks:

3.3. DropEdge. DropEdge is a new method to reduce overfit-
ting of training models based on graph convolutional net-
works [27]; in each training cycle, some edges are
randomly removed from the input graph and different
deformation structures are generated at a certain rate, as
shown in Figure 1. Thus, this method increases the random-
ness and diversity of the input data. Assuming that the total
number of edges in graph A is Ne and the drop rate is set to
p, the adjacency matrix after DropEdge calculation is shown
as follows:

A′ = A − Adrop, ð10Þ

where Adrop is a matrix constructed using Ne × p edges ran-
domly sampled from the original edges.

4. Model

4.1. Rumor. Rumor has three different meanings: words fab-
ricated without the existence of facts, unacknowledged leg-
ends, and words circulated by folk to comment on current
affairs [28]. The research of this paper is social network
rumors, which refer to rumors spread through online media
(e.g., microblogs, foreign websites, online forums, social net-
working sites, and chat software) without factual basis and
offensive, purposeful discourse. They are mainly related to
emergencies, public health, food and drug safety, political
figures, subversion of tradition, and deviance.

Rumors spread suddenly and quickly and therefore have
a negative impact on the normal social order. The rumor
mill is not able to prevent the spread of rumors because of
the misappropriation of concepts and generalization; the
herd mentality accelerates the spread of rumors because it
is better to believe in them than not to believe in them.
Internet rumors, especially political rumors, can easily
cause serious social problems and even social unrest and
political instability due to their indistinguishability and
confusing nature [29]. Many countries have made combat-
ing online political rumors an important part of rumor
management and have taken comprehensive measures to
crack down on them.

4.2. Social Network Rumor Detection. The current main-
stream approaches treat social network rumor detection as
a dichotomous problem, which is formally defined as
follows.

The tweets in the social network are treated as a set
P = fp1, p2, p3,⋯, pig, where pi represents a tweet. Each
tweet is given a label L = fl1, l2g, where l1 and l2 represent
rumor and nonrumor, respectively. The task of social net-
work rumor detection is to learn a classifier model M that
maps tweet pi into a category label l j. The input of the model
is an event containing several tweets, and the output is the
rumor or nonrumor label corresponding to the event.

Dataset

Dataset

Drop Edge

Edge1

Edge2

Drop Edge

dge2

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of DropEdge process.
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The social network rumor detection usually includes
four stages: data processing, feature selection and extraction,
model training, and rumor detection.

Data processing includes the collection of raw data and
data annotation. The purpose of data collection is twofold:
one is to build a dataset for training models and another is
to monitor and obtain information to be detected, such as
user interaction information. Data annotation is to label
the data according to different needs. The data mostly is
labeled as rumors or nonrumors. The experimental data in
this paper are derived from two publicly available datasets.
The datasets have been annotated with the correctness of
each data item, and the user interaction information can
be extracted from the datasets.

Feature selection and feature extraction is to select and
construct the set of feature vectors that represent the data
from the collected raw data optimally. For machine learning
methods, feature selection and extraction are even more
important than model selection. Therefore, the important
work based on the machine learning method is to find more
effective features to improve the accuracy of rumor detec-
tion. Rumor detection based on deep learning has a strong
feature learning capability, which can obtain more high-
dimensional, complex, and abstract feature data than tradi-
tional machine learning without manual feature extraction.
In this paper, the signs are extracted by top-k topic word
selection, and then, feature vectors are constructed based
on whether the word occurs in a sentence. Although this
method seems relatively simple, the complex selection of fea-
ture vectors is easy to over fit the later model training.

Model training refers to the process of selecting a model
from existing classification models according to a specific
problem scenario and adjusting the parameters to find an
optimal model based on the classification performance of
the model on the training dataset. For the social network
rumor problem, it is the toughest challenge to train a classi-
fier with accuracy in the massive data which is full of noise
and still unbalanced. The main part of the model training
in this paper is to adjust the parameters. The adjustment of
different parameters will make different effects on the model
and deploy the next parameter adjustment based on the
model’s performance solution.

Rumor detection is to identify the information authen-
ticity of the information spread in social networks based
on the rumor classifier obtained from model training. Our
goal is to build a binary classifier to determine if a sentence
is a rumor or not a rumor.

4.3. Symbols. In the following, the notation used in the
model of this paper will be defined uniformly.

Let C = fc1,c2, ⋯ , cmg be the rumor dataset, ci be the ith
tweet, and M be the total number of tweets. Ci = fri,wi

1,
wi

2,⋯wi
ni−1,Gig, where ni is the reply or retweet of ci

tweets, and ri is the source post tweets. Each wi
j denotes

the jth relevant reply or retweet tweet, and Gi is the propaga-
tion structure of the tweet. For Gi is defined as a graph
structurehVi, Eii [13, 14], ri as the root node, Vi = fri,wi

1,
wi

2,⋯wi
ni−1g and Ei = feist ∣ s, t = 0,⋯, ni − 1g denotes the

set of edges from the replied post to the forwarded post or
the replied post, for example, suppose wi

2 has a response to
wi

1, then there exists a directed edgewi
1 ⟶wi

2, which is
ei12, and if wi

1 has a response to ri, then there exists a directed

edge ri ⟶wi
1, which is ei01. Define Ai ∈ f0, 1gn

i×ni as the
adjacency matrix, where

aist =
1, if eist ∈ Ei,
0, otherwise:

(
ð11Þ

Define Xi = ½xi0T , xi1T ,⋯, xini−1
T �T as a feature matrix

from ci, where xi0 denotes the feature vector of ri and each
xij denotes the feature vector of the corresponding row wi

j.
Moreover, each source-posted tweet is associated with a

real label yi ∈ fF, Tg, and the goal of rumor detection is to
learn a classifier that

f = C⟶ Y , ð12Þ

where C and Y are the set of events and labels, respectively,
and the labels of the event are predicted based on the textual
content, user information, and propagation structure con-
structed from the related posts of the event.

4.4. My Model. In this subsection, the rumor detection
model proposed in this paper will be described. The core
idea is to extract features from root rumors by the K-GNN
layer and obtain more features of neighboring subgraphs
with GAT layer. We call this model GAT_GNN. My model
in this paper is shown in Figure 2.

We first discuss how to apply the GAT_GNN model to
one event; X denotes the original feature matrix input to
the GAT_GNN model and Edge1 and Edge2 are the matri-
ces obtained after DropEdge processing. X1root and X2root
is the first row of the X1 matrix and X2 matrix, After con-
volving X1 and X2 in two layers, we get Y1 and Y2. The final
detection result is obtained by putting the matrix of Y1 and
Y2 stitching into the binary classifier FC.

We can obtain in the rumor dataset the information of
the original text and its retweets and comments. We inte-
grate all the texts into a text database; firstly, we use jieba
to split the words of this database and then use top-k to
extract 5000 high-frequency words. Each rumor (root) and
its forwarding and commenting message is represented by
a vector of 5000 rows, each column represents a word, and
the word is recorded as n if it appears n times in the text,
and as 0 if it does not appear in the text message.

Each rumor and its forwarded comments form subgraph
Gi, which is defined as a graph structurehVi, Eii, and Vi is an
n × d matrix, where n is the total number of users who post
rumor information and its forwarded comments, and d is
the number of feature vectors introduced above, and the
comparison experiments show that the experimental results
obtained by taking 5000 for d are better. The first row ofVi
is the feature vector of rumor posting users, and we will
mark this row of each subgraph to facilitate the subsequent
part of the model to read this vector.
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The user information in the subgraph is extracted to
get Ei. Each node represents a user, where the source node
of the published rumor is used as the root node. The root
node has no parent node, and the parent and child nodes
of a node can be obtained from the dataset (for example,
in set of microblog review, the blogger is parent node and
the reviewer are child nodes. Generally, there is only one
parent node and more than one child nodes.) We take the
directed graph of the parent node pointing to the child
nodes as EdgeD, and the child node pointing to the parent
node is EdgeU . We do not consider the relationship between
user nodes under different rumors, but only consider the
relationship of each node in a subgraph. The rumor dataset
includes a large number of roots to child relationship and a
small number of child-to-child relationship. A large number
of users choose to review and transponder, which causes
unbalanced distribution of samples in the dataset. Therefore,
the subgraph does not have a deep hierarchy. For this fea-
ture, we reduce the percentage of P edges by Equation (10)
to generate two new adjacency matrices Edge1 and Edge2,
which can avoid the overfitting problem of the model.

The detection model we built is a binary prediction of
the root rumor information. The information of rumors
and retweeted comments are used to construct the subgraph
Gi, which also translates into a binary classification problem
for the subgraph Gi. In the following, we present the whole
model.

First, Edge1 and X are put into the K-GNN CONV layer
for convolution, and the formula used is Equation (6) above.
The original 5000 features of each node are extracted to 32; a
large number of features are not conducive to node classifi-
cation; we use this convolution for feature compression to
obtain X1. Then, we extract the first row of X1 to note as
X1root , which is the result of compressed features of root
rumor. In order to enhance the impact of the root rumor,

we splice the feature vectors of the compressed root rumor
into each original feature by using the horizontal splicing,
which only increases the number of features and does not
change the number of nodes. Each subgraph becomes a
matrix Hk with N × 5032. This new feature matrix is called
X1. So, we can still use Edge1 as the adjacency matrix for cal-
culation. The formula for the splicing process is shown
below:

Hk = concat X1, X1rootð Þ: ð13Þ

After that we perform the second layer of convolution by
putting Edge1 and X1’into the GAT layer for convolution,
and the formulas used are those in Equations (1)–(4) above.
Here, the 5032 features of each node are compressed to 32,
and the N × 32 feature matrix S1 is obtained, in order to fur-
ther enhance the effect of root rumors. We splice X1root with
S1 horizontally again, which is used to increase the number
of features, to obtain N × 64 feature matrix S1’. The formula
for the splicing process is shown below:

S1’ = concat S1, X1rootð Þ: ð14Þ

Finally, using mean pooling, N rows in S1’ are turned
into 1 row to obtain a 1 × 64 eigenvector to represent a
rumor subgraph Y1. In exactly the same way, Edge2 is
processed with the data according to the above steps to
obtain Y2, which should also be a 1 × 64 eigenvector, calcu-
lated as

Y1 =MEAN S1 ′
	 


,

Y2 = MEAN S2 ′
	 


:
ð15Þ

concat

concatX1root

X1root

Edge 1

Edge 1

X2root

X2root

Edge 2

Edge 2

concat

concatconcat

Y1 Y2

PoolingPooling

S1’

S1

X1’

X1 X2

X2’

S2
GAT CONV GAT CONV

K-GNN CONV

X

K-GNN CONV

S2’

FC+Softmax

Y

Figure 2: GAT_GNN rumor detection model.
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The two information representations are then combined:

W = concat Y1, Y2ð Þ: ð16Þ

Finally, the label ŷ of event y is calculated by the fully
connected layer and softmax:

ŷ = softmax FC Wð Þð Þ, ð17Þ

where ŷϵℝ1×C is the probability vector used to predict all
classes of event labels. In this experiment, the model param-
eters of this paper are trained by minimizing the cross-
entropy through the real distribution of labels. The L2 reg-
ularizer is used in the loss function of all model parameters.

5. Experiment

The performance of the model proposed in this paper is first
empirically evaluated, then compared with several other
baseline models. Finally, the ability of the method in this
paper verified for other rumor-type detections.

The datasets chosen for the experiments in this paper
are the publicly available datasets Chinese_Rumor_Dataset
[30], Twitter15, and Twitter16 [31]. In the experimental
dataset, nodes represent users, edges represent retweet and
response relationships, and features are extracted from text
messages after data processing in TF-IDF values of top
5000 words. The Twitter dataset contains two tags, namely,
false rumors (F) and true rumors (T). the Twitter15 and
Twitter16 datasets contain four tags: nonrumor (N), false
rumor (F), true rumor (T), and unconfirmed rumor (U).
Each event in Weibo is labeled according to the Sina Com-
munity Management Center, which reports all kinds of false
information. Each event in Twitter15 and Twitter16 are
labeled according to the authenticity labels of articles in dis-
information sites (e.g., http://snopes.com, http://Emergent
.info). The statistical results of the three datasets are shown
in Table 1.

5.1. Contrasting Models. We compare the proposed
approach with some state-of-the-art baseline models,
including the following models:

(i) DTC [32]: a rumor detection method that uses
decision tree classifiers based on various hand-
crafted features to obtain information credibility

(ii) SVM-TS [33]: a linear SVM classifier that uses
handcrafted features to construct a time series
model

(iii) GRU [34]: a RNN-based model that learns tempo-
ral linguistic patterns from user comments

(iv) cPTK [35]: a SVM classifier based on propagation
tree kernels is proposed based on the propagation
structure of rumors

(v) RvNN [36]: a rumor detection method based on the
tree recurrent neural network with GRU units,

which learns rumor representation by the propaga-
tion structure

(vi) PPC_RNN+CNN [37]: a rumor detection model
combining RNN and CNN, which learns rumor
representation by the user’s features in the rumor
propagation path

(vii) GAT_GNN [38]: constructs a generalized network
rumor detection model based on the GAT and
GNN layers using a bidirectional propagation
structure

For a fair comparison, we randomly divide the dataset
into 5 parts and perform a 5-fold cross-test to obtain more
stable results. On this dataset, this paper evaluates the accu-
racy (Acc.) of two classifications, as well as the precision
(Prec.), recall (Rec.), and F1 value (F1) of each classification.
The stochastic gradient descent algorithm was used to
update the model parameters, and the model was optimized
using Adam’s algorithm [39]. The dimensionality of the fea-
ture vector hidden by each node was 64. The parameter of
DropEdge was 0.1, and the parameter of dropout was 0.5.
The training process was iterated for 30 cycles and applied
to the early stop when the test loss stop was reduced by 5
cycles.

5.2. Experimental Results. Figures 3 and 4 give the perfor-
mance of the methods in this paper and all comparative
methods on the Twitter and Weibo datasets, respectively.
First, in the benchmark algorithm, we observe that the deep
learning method performs significantly better than those
using handcrafted features. This is because deep learning
methods are able to learn the high-level representations of
rumors to capture effective features. This illustrates the
importance and necessity of studying deep learning for
rumor detection. Second, the method in this paper outper-
forms the PPC RNN+CNN method in all performance met-
rics, demonstrating the effectiveness of introducing discrete
structures for rumor detection. Since RNNs and CNNs can-
not process data with graph structure, PPC RNN+CNN

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

Statistics Weibo Twitter15 Twitter16

Posting 2062501 331612 204820

User 1265387 276663 173487

Events 3387 1490 818

True rumor (T) 1538 374 205

False rumors (F) 1849 370 205

Unconfirmed rumors (U) 0 374 203

Not a rumor (N) 0 372 205

Maximum number of post
retweets

56155 1768 2765

Minimum number of post
retweets

5 55 81

Length of time (hours) 68064 1337 848
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ignores the important structural features of rumor scatter-
ing. This makes it impossible to obtain an efficient high-
level representation of rumors, which leads to poor perfor-
mance of rumor detection. Finally, the GAT_GNN method
clearly outperforms the RvNN method. Since RvNN only
uses the hidden feature vectors of all leaf nodes, it is heavily
influenced by the information of the latest posts. However,
the latest posts are always missing information such as com-
ments and just follow the previous posts. Unlike RvNN, root
feature augmentation makes the proposed method more
focused on the information of source posts, which helps to
further improve our model.

6. Discussion

Our solution is compared with other solutions in 4 aspects:
accuracy, recall, precision, and F1 value. In the Weibo data-
set, the GAT-GNN model is 1.2 percentage points higher in
accuracy than the highest solution among other models.
Some models, such as GRU, have higher recall and precision
than us in the T classification but do not perform well in the
F classification. In rumor detection, the classification of F,

which we define as untrue rumors, is more important. This
is because the goal of automated rumor detection is to save
labor costs, nonrumors still account for a large proportion
of text messages in the entire social network. Our model of
GAT-GNN has a higher classification accuracy and per-
forms more consistently in other judging metrics. This facil-
itates the application of the model to real-world detection
scenarios.

While in the Twitter dataset, our model performs better
relative to other models. Twitter is a four-category dataset,
so we only compared the accuracy relationships under each
category. Although there are some models such as cPTK,
GRU, and RvNN that can be close to our judgment in a cer-
tain class of rumors, they do not perform as well in other
classes of rumors. Since rumors are time-sensitive, multica-
tegorizing rumor detection helps us to analyze where the
spread will go next. Therefore, our model obtains a relatively
good performance in the problem of four classifications; it
depends on the ability of bilayer graph convolution to ana-
lyze complex problems. The stability of our model in exper-
iments also paves the way for systematizing automatic
rumor detection.
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Figure 3: Rumor detection results of Weibo dataset (F: false rumor; T: true rumor).
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a social media rumor detection
model based on GAT and K-GNN, called GAT_GNN,
where the graph convolution model has the ability to handle
graph or tree structures, making the model more conducive
to represent deeper topological networks. Also, the parent-
to-child node connectivity relationship is used to model
the propagation pattern. Experimental results on two real
datasets show that the GAT- and K-GNN-based methods
outperform the existing baseline in terms of accuracy and
efficiency. On the one hand, the model in this paper con-
siders the causal features of top-down propagation pattern
of rumors along the relationship chain. On the other hand,
it considers the structural features of bottom-up aggregation
and diffusion of rumors within the community. Comparing
with existing social network rumor detection methods, the
method in this paper has better performance.

In future, we will add a module of sentiment analysis to
the detection model, which will be used to improve the inter-
pretability of rumor detection and to give a corresponding
confidence level to the detection results. Finally, we aim to
design a rumor detection system to detect real-time rumor
comments.
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